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Literacy 
 This terms focus will be learning to retell stories. We will be learning to 
hold a pencil between thumb and two fingers, copying shapes and letters 
[such as letters from your name], beginning to learn to recognise and 
write first letter sounds. We will hearing and saying the first sound in 
words and beginning to link this to letters. 

 
 

Communication and Language 
We will be listening to stories with repeated refrains [such as ‘Dear Zoo’] 
which children can join in with. We will listening to friends one to one 
and in small groups. We will be following instructions and beginning to 
answer ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions. We will be speaking in sentences and 
form and answer questions.  

 

Personal , social and emotional development 
 

We will be learning to play, share and collaborate together; forming good 
relationships with other children and the adults in Nursery, be happy to 
come to Nursery and join in with others and begin to respond to other peo-
ple’s wishes. 
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Mathematics 
This term will be focusing on numbers; counting out numbers to 10 in 
songs, play and everyday situations, counting out objects inside and out-
side the classroom, recognising numerals 1 to 5, recognising shapes, saying 
when something in under, on top, next to another object and saying our 
days of the week and times of the day.  
 

Understanding the World 
The children will be having weekly sessions in Fox forest [Wednesday/
Butterfly. Thursday/Frog- can children have wellies in school if possible]. 
Children begin to notice animals, creatures, plants and other features in the 
environment.  We will begin to use simple equipment and be able to turn it 
on and use it. 
 

Expressive Arts and Design 
The children will be taught a wide range of songs and join in with move-
ment and dance. We will be using various materials to construct and make. 
We will be painting, colouring and using tools. After half term we will be 
learning songs and actions for a Christmas performance [Date TBC—mid 
December] 

 
Physical Development 

We will be running, jumping, climbing, walking and crawling around the 
outside area, learning to use scissors to snip paper, catching a large ball 
and beginning to hold a pencil correctly.  
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We wish you a warm welcome to Reception.  We are excited about 
getting to know you all. Please feel free to talk to a member of staff 
should you need to discuss anything. 
 
Labelling clothing  
Clothes can go missing/not be returned to the correct child when they are 
not labelled.  Please ensure that your child has a change of clothes on their 
peg which are clearly labelled. If your child could wear Velcro shoes that 
would be appreciated for ease of changing shoes. 
Parent’s Reading/Activity Morning 
Please remember  to  try and join us Thursday between 8.45am—9.10am  
to share books with your child/children—More information to follow. 
PE Day:  
PE Day will be Monday afternoon. Please send your to school in their PE kit 
[White T shirt, black shorts, Pumps, tracksuit bottoms when cold] 
Reminder 
Just a polite reminder to inform you that if your child/children are being 
collected by a different adult , you must let the school office know. This 
will avoid any embarrassment or confusion at the end of the  school day. 
 
Frog Staff: 
Ms Djoshkoun [Class Teacher[ 
Myra [Nursery Nurse] 
Suada [Special Needs Assistant] 
 
Butterfly Class: 
Rob [Class Teacher] 
Coleen [Nursery Nurse] 
Gladys [Special Needs Assistant] 
 
Alina and Audrey will also be supporting across both classrooms. 
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